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hence corresponding measurements are
typically performed at a single or a few
wavelengths. Importantly, the ELS measurements can be fully described in
the framework of the frequency-domain
Maxwell’s equations.[4,5]
Another important feature of characterization techniques is whether they
apply to single particles or ensembles
of particles (e.g., suspensions). The
ensemble methods are naturally simpler
on the experimental side due to a higher
signal-to-noise ratio and trivial sample
preparation. Thus, they were ﬁrst to
appear,[6,7] are used in many commercial
instruments,[8,9] and in some cases are
implicitly assumed for the whole ﬁeld
of optical particle characterization. However, restoring the distribution of the
ensemble over characteristics is a notoriously ill-posed inverse problem, which
can be solved reliably only if some prior
information about this distribution is
assumed. Single-particle measurements,
while more technically complicated, are
free of this limitation and allow reaching
much better precision.[10,11]
This review is dedicated speciﬁcally to
the characterization techniques based on the ELS measurements of single particles. In doing so we mostly focus on the
near-optical part of the spectrum (from infra-red to shorter
wavelengths), since at the microwave frequencies the scattering
measurements are somewhat easier, for example, due to straightforward measurement of the wave phase.[12] Moreover, other
physical phenomena can be described in the same classical ELS framework, for example, the electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy[13,14] and (angle-resolved) cathodoluminescence,[15]
but they are outside the scope of this review.
Two major prerequisites for development of single-particle
characterization methods are the measurement and simulation techniques. The measurement techniques evolved from a
single[16,17] or several discrete signals[18–20] to pseudo-continuous
1D[21–23] and 2D light scattering patterns (LSPs) in wide angular ranges.[24,25] The systems measuring 2D LSPs include
holographic[26] and interferometric (phase-sensitive) ones,[27] as
well as tomographic systems varying the incident direction.[28]
The advancement of experimental systems has been recently
reviewed by Kinnunen and Karmenyan.[29] The simulation
methods have evolved from the Lorenz–Mie (LM) theory for
spherical particles[30] to surface-[31] and volume-discretization
methods,[32,33] applicable to arbitrarily shaped homogeneous and
inhomogeneous particles, respectively.[34,35] Currently, arbitrary

The ﬁeld of light-scattering characterization of single particles has seen a
rapid growth over the last 30 years largely due to the progress in
measurement and simulation capabilities. In particular, several methods have
been developed to reliably characterize various particles, described by a model
with several characteristics, with geometric resolution signiﬁcantly better than
the diﬀraction limit. However, their development has been largely
fragmentary, limited to speciﬁc experimental set-ups. To ﬁll this gap, these
lines of development are reviewed within a uniﬁed framework. While focusing
on characterization algorithms themselves, the experimental aspects related
to the isolation and measurement of single particles are also discussed. The
existing characterization methods are divided into three classes. The widest
class is that of model-driven methods based on solving parametric inverse
light-scattering problems, using a direct inversion of a low-dimensional
mapping, a nonlinear regression, or neural networks. Other classes include
model-free reconstruction methods and data-driven classiﬁcation methods.
This review is designed to be extensive in including all relevant literature, but
the discussion of semi-quantitative imaging methods, such as tomography or
holography-based reconstruction, is deliberately omitted. Throughout the
review the development of various characterization methods is described,
they are critically compared, and promising directions of future research are
highlighted.

1. Introduction
Light scattering (more generally, interaction of electromagnetic
waves with particles) is one of the most common methods for
non-invasive analysis and characterization of various kinds of objects. It is successfully used in a wide range of applications in astrophysics, meteorology, biophysics, nanotechnology, and other
ﬁelds. There exist a lot of experimental modalities, which can be
divided into two broad classes. Inelastic scattering includes various kinds of spectroscopy, that is, wavelength-resolved measurements of absorption[1] or Raman scattering,[2] including angleresolved ones.[3] Elastic light scattering (ELS) techniques imply
that the wavelength of the incident radiation is not changing,
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particles with sizes up to tens of wavelengths can be simulated
with well-controlled accuracy, however, the simulations are not
necessarily fast enough for all applications.
In addition to these numerically exact methods, there exist
many approximate ones. Various weak-scattering approximations (such as Born or Rytov ones[36,37] ) make the scattered ﬁeld
linear in the optical-contrast function (or the distribution of the
refractive index inside the particle). Given suﬃcient experimental data, this linearity in principle allows reconstruction of the
whole particle morphology. This forms the basis of a huge ﬁeld of
tomography.[28,38–41] Similarly, various scalar diﬀraction approximations are used in holography to reconstruct the 2D projection
of the particle.[42,43] However, due to the used approximations
and regularization during a reconstruction, both tomography
and holographic reconstructions belong to the class of imaging
methods, producing the 2D or 3D image of the object, which are
at best only semi-quantitative. In other words, it is impossible to
control the accuracy of these images or to use them for a precise
estimation of geometrical characteristics. In this respect, they
are similar to various microscopic techniques,[44,45] and we do
not discuss them in this review.
By contrast, this review focuses on the characterization of
single particles without employing approximations, which leads
to the nonlinear inverse light-scattering problems (ILSPs), typically using shape models described by several characteristics.
The solution methods for ILSPs is the third major prerequisite
for characterization methods, which has seen a rapid growth
over the last 30 years together with measurement and simulation capabilities. However, the development of ILSP solutions
has been largely fragmentary, limited to speciﬁc experimental setups. These separate lines of developments include characterization of biological cells from 1D LSPs measured by the scanning
ﬂow cytometer,[46–48] characterization of aerosol particles from 2D
LSPs measured with ellipsoidal reﬂectors,[25,49] and classiﬁcation
of biological cells in ﬂow from 2D LSPs (diﬀraction images).[50,51]
Moreover, a branch of holography has been developed into a characterization method,[52–54] by treating the holograms as 2D LSPs
instead of applying approximate reconstruction. The main goal
of the review is to describe the existing single-particle characterization methods, including the solution of ILSPs, in a uniﬁed
framework. Thus, we highlight similarities in the existing methods for diﬀerent experimental set-ups and describe promising
cross-combinations for further development.
We start with a concise theoretical background in Chapter 2,
followed by a review of existing experimental approaches to isolate single particles and to measure light scattering in Chapter
3. Chapter 4 is the core of the review, discussing in details all
existing characterization methods. The largest attention is paid
to model-driven methods, boiling down to solving the parametric ILSP (Section 4.1). But we also discuss reconstruction
(model-free) methods in contrast to approximate tomography or
holography approaches (Section 4.2) and data-driven classiﬁcation methods (Section 4.3). Chapter 5 provides a conclusion and
future perspective.

2. Theory
In this chapter, we brieﬂy describe the theory behind light scattering. Extensive literature already exists on this subject;[4,5,55,56] our
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goal here is only to highlight basic deﬁnitions to simplify the discussion in further chapters. We consider a particle illuminated by
a plane wave with the intensity Iinc and the free-space wavelength
𝜆 in a non-magnetic and non-absorbing host medium with the
refractive index (RI) n0 . The wave vector in this medium is then
k = 2𝜋n0 ∕𝜆. For any particle one can introduce a generalized diameter (further denoted as the size d) as the maximum distance
between two points inside the particle. In that case the dimensionless size parameter, roughly the ratio of the diameter to the
wavelength, is deﬁned as
x = kd∕2

(1)

Alternatively, the volume-equivalent diameter and the size parameter can be employed, corresponding to that of a sphere with
the same volume as a given particle.
Another important parameter is the phase shift 𝜌 (of the wave
in the particle as compared to the host medium), deﬁned as
𝜌 = 2x (m − 1)

(2)

where m = n∕n0 is the relative RI of a particle. Strictly speaking,
this deﬁnition is valid only for homogeneous spheres, but it is
also meaningful for other particles if using any of the above definitions for x and some average of RI. Moreover, if m is complex (absorption is present), it is commonly replaced by Re m in
Equation (2) to keep 𝜌 real. Both x and 𝜌 are commonly compared against unity for a deﬁnition of diﬀerent regimes, where
certain approximations are valid for light-scattering simulations
(see, e.g., Section 4.1).
The total scattered power Psca is proportional to the incident
intensity as
Psca = Csca Iinc

(3)

where Csca is the scattering cross-section. The same is true for
absorption (Pabs and Cabs ), while the extinction (power removed
from incident radiation) is the sum of the above
Pext = Psca + Pabs
Cext = Csca + Cabs

(4)

where Pext is the extinction power and Cext is the extinction crosssection.
Far from the particle, which is placed around the origin, the
scattered radiation appears as a spherical wave, whose electricﬁeld components are linearly related to that of the incident ﬁeld
at the same point r (“sca” and “inc” subscripts, respectively)
(

E∥sca
E⊥sca

)

(
=

S 2 S3
S4 S1

)

exp [ik (r − z)]
−ikr

(

E∥inc
E⊥inc

)
(5)

where indices ∥ and ⊥ denote components parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane, respectively, r = |r|, z is its zcomponent, and exp(−i𝜔t) time dependence of harmonic waves
is assumed (𝜔 is the wave frequency). S1−4 are the components
of the amplitude scattering matrix, which generally depend on
the scattering direction r∕r, or spherical angles 𝜃 and 𝜑, and are
determined by the particle geometry and composition.
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In practice, detectors measure the intensity of the electric ﬁeld
averaged over the time of a measurement, which is in most cases
much larger than 1∕𝜔. The most natural quantities for such measurement are the four Stokes parameters deﬁned as follows
𝜀0 cn0
2
𝜀0 cn0
Q =
2
𝜀0 cn0
U=
2
𝜀0 cn0
V =
2
I=

(
)
E∥ E∥∗ + E⊥ E⊥∗
(
)
E∥ E∥∗ − E⊥ E⊥∗
(
)
E∥ E⊥∗ + E⊥ E∥∗
(
)
E∥ E⊥∗ − E⊥ E∥∗

M12
M22
M32
M42

M13
M23
M33
M43

(6)

M14 ⎞ ⎛ Iinc ⎞
M24 ⎟ ⎜Qinc ⎟
M34 ⎟ ⎜Uinc ⎟
⎟⎜
⎟
M44 ⎠ ⎝ Vinc ⎠

(7)

The elements of the Mueller matrix Mij can be expressed
through that of the amplitude matrix.[4] If no polarizer is used
before a detector, it measures Isca integrated over the detector
aperture. If additionally the incident ﬁeld is not polarized (Qinc =
Uinc = Vinc = 0), Isca is determined solely by the M11 element, also
known as the phase function.
In digital holography the interference between the incident
and scattered radiations takes place[42,57]
Imeas (r) =

[
]
t (x, y) = exp ik (m − 1) h (x, y)

(11)

where the integral of m(r) − 1 along the z-axis should be used
for inhomogeneous particles. Equation (11) is also used in the
anomalous diﬀraction (AD) approximation.[55]

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugation and the constant factor,
including the vacuum permittivity 𝜀0 and the speed of light c (related to the SI system of units), is frequently omitted if only relative intensities are considered. The incident and scattered Stokes
vectors are also linearly related through the Mueller (or Stokes)
scattering matrix
⎛M11
⎛ Isca ⎞
⎜Qsca ⎟
1 ⎜M21
⎜U ⎟ = 2 2 ⎜M
⎜ sca ⎟ k r ⎜ 31
⎝M41
⎝ Vsca ⎠

precise characterization. Only for weakly scattering particles, it is
rigorously related to the particle thickness h(x, y) along the z-axis

𝜀0 cn0 |
2
E (r) + Esca (r)||
2 | inc

(8)

When measuring this intensity in the plane z = z0 at some distance behind the object (assuming propagation along the z-axis),
the problem resemble diﬀraction, for which a number of approximations are available. Importantly, they all consider a 3D particle
only through its transmission function t(x, y), which deﬁnes the
total ﬁeld at a plane z = z1 immediately after the particle
(
)
(
)
E x, y, z1 = Einc x, y, z1 t (x, y)

(9)

which by itself implies the scalar ﬁeld approximation (i.e., the
ﬁeld polarization is not changed by the particle). Under the same
approximation the total ﬁeld at the measurement plane E(x, y, z0 )
is linearly related to E(x, y, z1 ) by a diﬀraction integral.
Inverting the latter can provide t(x, y), which is generally expressed as
[
]
[
]
t (x, y) = exp −a (x, y) exp i𝜙 (x, y)

(10)

where a(x, y) describes absorption and 𝜙(x, y)—phase shift introduced by the object. While either of these two functions can be
considered an image of the object, it is generally not suitable for
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3. Available Techniques
This chapter describes various experimental techniques to obtain
an optical signal from single particles, since instrumental limitations largely determine the feasible characterization approaches.
There are two main issues for any single-particle measurement
system: isolating particles and measuring their signals, both are
discussed separately below. Fundamentally there are three ways
to isolate particles, related to a sample, a ﬂow, and a trap. In real
applications they can be combined, but we consider them separately to highlight the relation between this choice and the measurable signals.
The sample approach is the simplest and the most common
one applied from the very beginning of microscopy. Typically, a
sample is a substrate with sedimented particles or a diluted suspension in a cuvette, so that the inﬂuence of particles on each
other (multiple scattering) can be neglected. The same approach
is implemented in multiparticle (sample-averaged) scattering
systems, that is, to measure the average extinction cross section
from the measured optical density. To obtain single-particle signals a small illumination volume is commonly used,[58] which
in case of a suspension implies that particles only occasionally
wander into it. The wide illumination can be kept in the case of a
substrate,[17,59] while in the case of a suspension, only interferometric systems can aﬀord the same[27] (discussed below). Overall,
the sample approach is technically simple; however, diﬃculties
arise in measuring light scattering due to limited space, for example, measuring only forward or backward scattering[42] in the
case of a substrate, or due to the presence of noise in the case of
a suspension.
The ﬂow approach is based on hydrodynamic or aerodynamic
focusing[60,61] for liquids or gases, respectively. In the simplest
version, a stream of liquid or gas containing particles is combined with an external coaxial stream, thereby squeezing the inner stream and causing the particles to line up one after another
in the resulting jet (with a suﬃcient inter-particle distance to
guarantee the single-scattering regime). The advantage of this approach is the high particle throughput of up to 10 000 particles
per second[62,63] and low spatial restrictions, allowing the eﬃcient
collection of the scattering signal from various directions (forward, backward, and side scattering, etc.). In addition, focusing
technologies aﬀect the spatial orientation of elongated particles
in the ﬂow,[64] which helps in solving inverse problems (see Section 4). The main disadvantage is inability to repeatedly measure
the same particle, although holographic methods can partially circumvent this restriction[42] measuring along some interval in the
stream.
The trap approach is based on capturing single particles
in photophoretic,[65] electromagnetic,[66] or optical[67] traps (optical tweezers). It can accurately set the particle position, as
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in the ﬂow approach, but can additionally keep it for a long
time, manipulating both the particle position and, with some
limitations, its orientation.[68] In many applications such features are extremely desirable, similar to the full particle control
in microwave-analogue experiments.[69,70] However, diﬃculties
with practical implementation and limitations on particle characteristics hampered its widespread use. In particular, this aﬀects
biological particles in liquid, which have low relative RI unsuitable for intensity-based optical traps.[71] Moreover, this approach
has a low throughput of less than one particle per second.
Measurement techniques are more diverse in their approaches, but we divide them into two classes of signals:
discrete and continuous (angle-resolved). The ﬁrst class involves measuring the scattering intensity integrated over a
certain angular range by using a photomultiplier (PMT) or other
detector, but there is no strict limit on the number of such
scalar signals. We further denote this number as n. The second
class involves a much larger n; together these measurements
form a quasi-continuous signal with respect to the scattering
angle—the so-called LSP. For instance, this can be achieved by
using CDD cameras for 2D pattern or photodiode arrays for
1D. The main diﬀerence between these two classes lies in the
amount of collected information and, hence, in its use at the
analysis (inverse-problem) stage. Let us take a closer look at the
representatives of each of these classes.
A huge number of instruments measure discrete lightscattering signals due to the ease of implementation. The optical setups measuring one,[16,72–75,17,59] two,[18,76,77] three,[19,78]
four[20,63,79] signals are widespread. Some variation is observed in
the types of signals: the common forward[19] and side[17,59,75,80,81]
scattering, integrated intensity in some speciﬁc solid angle[20,74,78]
or spherical angles ranges,[16,18,76] sometimes optimized to solve
the necessary problem.[18,76] Also polarizing elements[20] and
multi-wavelength setups[19,79] were used, which increase the
number of signals. Combinations of all of the above create a variety of measurement approaches.
The single particle optical extinction and scattering (SPES)
method developed by Potenza et al.[82,83] should also be attributed
to this class, although it measures a 2D interference pattern
(similar to digital holography below). The whole measurement
is compressed into two values: the real and imaginary part of
the scattered amplitude at the exact forward direction, which can
further be transformed into Cext and the phase-shift cross section
(the latter is related to 𝜌) using the optical theorem.[4,55] The
advantages of the SPES in the ability to characterize particles
ranging in size from 100 nm to several microns, but the requirement of strong scattering hampers its application to particles
with low relative RI, such as biological objects.
The continuous-signal techniques represent the pinnacle of
light scattering measurements collecting a large amount of scattering information. The corresponding instruments can be divided into those measuring either 1D or 2D signal (1D and 2D
LSPs, respectively), since their approaches to both characterization and measurement are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent.
Commonly, 1D LSP is obtained by either a rotating PMT
(combined with a trap) or an array of photodiodes or PMTs. For
example, Ray et al.[84] measured LSPs of spheres in an electrodynamic trap from 35° to 55° with a photodiode array or from 66°
to 106° with a rotating PMT. Doornbos et al.[71] used a rotating
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Figure 1. The SFC optical scheme. Reproduced with permission.[94] Copyright 2008, IOP Publishing.

PMT to record scattering of an optically trapped human lymphocyte. A similar goniometric system was used in a scattering
measurement of a two-beam optically trapped red blood cell with
controlled orientation.[68] Nakagawa et al.[85] described a multidetector single-particle nephelometer (a detector array installed
around the test space) in air ﬂow with the throughput of ten particles per second and the instrument function accounting for particle movement. The low angular resolution of such devices hampers measurement of particles larger than 20 µm, and they found
application mostly in the study of atmospheric phenomena.[86–88]
Alternative methods employ a single PMT to measure scattering intensity in a time-resolved manner at the cost of a reduced
throughput. For example, Zhang et al.[22] measured the scattering intensity of a particle ﬂying through a Gaussian beam and
showed the proportionality of the parameters of the resulting
scattering pulse to the particle size, which corresponds to forward
or side scattering from the previous examples.
Truly 1D-LSP measurement with a single PMT was achieved
by a scanning ﬂow cytometer (SFC).[46,89] In this instrument the
particle moves along the axis of a hemispherical mirror, which
reﬂects only some rays exactly along the axis (which are further
collected by a pinhole before the PMT). This collection scattering
angle changes with particle position; thus, measured signal as a
function of time has one-to-one correspondence to the scattered
intensity as a function of the polar angle 𝜃 (Figure 1). The SFC
allows one to obtain the scattering intensity, averaged over the
azimuthal angle 𝜑, for values of the polar angle 𝜃 from 10° to
70°[90] at a throughput of up to 200 particles per second.[91] Later
the SFC was improved by measuring polarized LSPs to detect
particle non-sphericity[92] and by simultaneous measurements of
forward and side scattering for extremely precise characterization
of homogeneous spheres.[93]
In the vast majority of cases, 2D LSPs are measured using CCD
matrices. Three existing approaches diﬀer in the following features: the presence of partial or complete focusing of the scattered
radiation and the presence of interference with the incident ﬁeld.
While all of these can be used in a ﬂow, the existing exposure time
commonly reduces the throughput to a few particles per second
to avoid blurring.[78,95–97] However, there are rare examples of the
throughput of up to 1000 particles per second.[98,99]
The diﬀraction imaging technique[99,101,102] is based on measuring angle-resolved side scattering in a wide solid angle centered at 90° with a half-cone angle of about 25°[50] using a CCD
matrix (Figure 2). Due to high CCD exposure time, the stream
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Figure 2. Typical scheme of a) a diﬀraction imaging conﬁguration and b) obtained diﬀraction images of single polystyrene microspheres with nominal
diameters shown on each image. Reproduced with permission.[100] Copyright 2012, The Optical Society.

Figure 3. a) The optical scheme, b) scattering pattern, c) polar and d) azimuthal angular mapping for the TAOS system. Reproduced with permission.[25]
Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

velocity has to be signiﬁcantly smaller than in other ﬂow methods, leading to a low throughput.[103,104] The method has been
reliably applied to particles of tens of 𝜇m in size,[50,51,98,105–108]
however, characterization for particle sizes from 1 to 100 µm
has also been demonstrated.[100,109] Other side-scattering conﬁgurations include angular ranges: 79◦ < 𝜃 < 101◦ , 9◦ < 𝜑 <
31◦ ,[110,111] 88.3◦ < 𝜃 < 91.7◦ , −117◦ < 𝜑 < 63◦ ,[112] and 86◦ <
𝜃 < 94◦ , 142◦ < 𝜑 < 168◦ .[113] A similar optical scheme is used
in the small-angle light scattering (SALS), where a CCD camera
measures forward scattering from 2° to 30°[97,114–116] or from 6° to
25°.[117,118]
An analogous approach is applied in interferometry, where
the scattered ﬁeld is focused, but is measured out of the focus
plane,[27,119–123] leading to microscopic-like image with interference fringes as the main information source.
The above 2D-LSP techniques rarely cover a wide angular
range of more than 30° of the polar angle. This limitation was
circumvented with the help of ellipsoidal mirrors, leading to
the measurement of 2D angular optical scattering (TAOS) (Figure 3). Such system was applied to atmospheric aerosol particles, measuring scattering in ranges 75◦ < 𝜃 < 135◦ and 0◦ <
𝜑 < 360◦ .[25,124–127] Sindoni[128] applied a similar instrument to
biological spores for even wider range of polar angle 15◦ < 𝜃 <
165◦ .
Another option to measure 2D LSPs, is Fourier-transform
light scattering (FTLS).[129,130] It is based on measuring the
amplitude and phase of the scattered ﬁeld in the image plane
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of the object, which is further numerically propagated into the
scattering (far-ﬁeld) plane. It requires high spatial coherence of
the incident beam and high accuracy of the phase measurement
performed with an interferometer. The method was applied
to various biological cells;[131–135] in particular, it was used for
characterization of red blood cells using the Born approximation
(for light-scattering simulations).[36] However, application of the
FTLS to characterization of single particles is questionable, since
the numerical propagation does not add any new information,
but requires additional computations and distorts the experimental noise. In other words, ﬁtting the measured complex
ﬁeld in the image plane may be more robust than ﬁtting the
corresponding 2D LSP.
One of the most powerful techniques of measuring the interference between the scattered and the incident ﬁelds is the digital
in-line holography (DH)[42,136] (Figure 4). It requires a high spatial
coherence of the incident beam and intense scattering. DH has
been applied to characterization of polystyrene spheres,[52,137–140]
milk fat globules,[138] asymmetrically coated spheres and rods,[53]
Escherichia coli[95,141] spheres aggregates,[142] polymer-shelled
microbubbles,[143] and protein aggregates.[144,145] There were also
attempts of polarization measurements[146] and combination
with independent light-scattering measurements.[147,148]
It is important to note that the reconstruction possibilities
to obtain t(x, y) within the framework of the scalar diﬀraction
approximations (see Chapter 2 and Section 4.2) served as a
catalyst for the development of DH, combining various options
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Figure 4. Principle of digital holography. Reproduced with permission.[52]
Copyright 2007, The Optical Society.

for implementing the interference of the reference beam and the
scattered ﬁeld. This led to such methods as quantitative phase
imaging and quantitative phase microscopy, which are described
in details in refs. [42,149].
Strictly speaking, any microscopic image can potentially be
used for characterization of single particles through the solution
of ILSP. This is complicated due to the relatively complex optical scheme and incoherent light sources. Anyway, this vast area
requires a separate review. Here we only mention the works combining microscopy and direct scattering measurements. For example, Itzkan et al.[150] combined a typical confocal microscope
with light-scattering spectroscopy. This system provided the size,
shape, and RI measurements of particles smaller than the diﬀraction limit. Wilson et al.[151] conducted a detailed study to optimize the optical conﬁguration of the microscope with dark-ﬁeld
illumination and cross-polarization to discriminate healthy and
malaria-infected RBCs (the latter contain crystalline inclusions—
hemozoin). Richter et al.[152] used an inverted microscope with
variable-angle illumination to measure LSP by a single PMT.
They applied light scattering for cell diﬀerentiation before and
after apoptosis.
To conclude this section, we examined the main technical
aspects of isolating single particles and measuring their lightscattering signals. At the moment, the most advanced technologies are based on ﬂow and angle-resolved techniques, respectively. Combining the two allows one to obtain a large amount
of accurate scattering information.

4. Characterization Methods and Inverse Problems
In this chapter we describe various approaches to characterization, that is, retrieving some information about an object from
the scattering data assuming some prior information. Depending on the amount and type of the latter, diﬀerent types can be
deﬁned: model-driven, reconstruction, and data-driven ones. In
the most common model-driven case, the characterization boils
down to solving the parametric ILSP since the prior information
is expressed as a particle model described by several characteristics (parameters). The number of the latter is further denoted as p.
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The reconstruction approach aims at obtaining the distribution of RI in space using as little prior information as possible. It
also uses the largest volume of scattering data among all methods, but even then the solution is notoriously unstable and ambiguous, unless some approximations are assumed. However,
these approximations impose restrictions on the size and/or RI
of the object, which limits applicability of the methods and constitutes prior information by themselves.
In the data-driven approach, previously collected data serve as
prior information and is used to construct a predictive model.
Such methods perform classiﬁcation and identiﬁcation, which
can be considered a speciﬁc case of characterization, where several continuous characteristics of a model are replaced by a single discrete value in the output. They are primarily developed for
practical applications and are hard to generalize. However, their
successes may indicate a hidden potential of more elaborate characterization techniques.
The classiﬁcation of characterization methods, corresponding
to the structure of this chapter, is shown schematically in Figure 5
and highlights relations between these methods and the experimental approaches of Chapter 3.

4.1. Model-Driven
Solving a parametric ILSP always relies on the solution of the
corresponding direct problem (simulation), either in real time or
for building a precomputed dataset. There are several extensive
reviews of various methods to simulate light scattering.[34,35,153]
Importantly, the choice of an optimal method largely depends
on the complexity of the particle model. For homogeneous or
multilayered concentric spheres, the well-known LM theory is
deﬁnitely the method of choice due to its speed, accuracy, and
stability.[30,154] It is commonly considered an analytical method,
although it is a speciﬁc case of the separation-variable method
leading to a solution in terms of an inﬁnite series. Anyway, it
is the fastest numerically exact method taking around 1 ms per
particle on a standard desktop. Already for spheroids the latter
is not necessarily the best option due to stability issues.[155,156] In
general, for axisymmetric homogeneous shapes the extendedboundary-condition method (EBCM), also known as the T-matrix
method,[31,35] is most frequently used. And its extension, multisphere T-matrix (MSTM),[157] is commonly used for aggregates
of spheres. The typical simulation times start from seconds,
but increase to minutes and more for large and/or concave
particles (with the T-matrix methods)[158,159] or large number
of spheres (with the MSTM).[160] For more complicated and
inhomogeneous shapes, volume-discretization methods, such
as the ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) method[32] and the
discrete dipole approximation (DDA),[33,161] are commonly employed. The corresponding simulation times start from minutes
(seconds in rare cases) and increase unboundedly (requiring a
compute cluster) with size and, in the case of the DDA, with
the refractive index.[162,163] In addition to the above numerically
exact methods, that is, those that can reach arbitrary good accuracy given suﬃcient computational resources,[164] there exist
various approximations, for example, Rayleigh–Gans–Debye
(RGD, also known as the Born approximation) and Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximations, geometric optics,
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NN application for
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on experimental data

Signal parameters can be
used as input signal features
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Figure 5. Classiﬁcation of single-particle light-scattering characterization methods (shown in blue), proposed in this review, and their relation to experimental techniques (shown in green).

and Fresnel–Kirchhoﬀ diﬀraction,[4,5,42,165] which may lead to
truly analytical expressions in some cases.
A related issue is the adequacy of the shape model. In most
cases a compromise is sought between the complicated morphology of actual particles and simpliﬁed models, aimed both
at minimizing the number of free parameters and at enabling
the use of less computationally demanding simulation methods.
While in many applications various imaging (microscopic)
techniques are used to support the model choice, the adequacy
of the simpliﬁed models is then qualitatively discussed based on
the comparison of simulated and measured LSPs. For example,
Neukammer et al.[112] measured 2D LSPs (around the forward
direction) for chains of up to ﬁve spheres in an optical trap and
showed qualitative agreement with the interference-combined
LM results for single spheres. Aptowicz et al.[124] demonstrated
that the LM theory (i.e., a spherical shape model) may be adequate for most micron-sized urban aerosol particles but not
for supermicron particles. Brock et al.[166] showed that a coated
sphere is a poor approximation of a lymphocyte in the entire
range of scattering angles, except for the near-forward direction.
The reference shape of the lymphocyte was constructed from
confocal images, and the FDTD was used for simulations.
Moskalensky et al.[167] showed that multiple scattering of the optically soft monomers inside an aggregate can often be neglected.
Being the most common type of characterization, the modeldriven approach is implemented in a wide variety of methods. We
group them into three subclasses: low-dimensional inversion,
nonlinear regression (ﬁtting), and neural networks (NN).

4.1.1. Low-Dimensional Inversion
Historically, this is the very ﬁrst type of methods corresponding to
the instruments with discrete measured signals. However, these
methods can also be used with continuous-signal instruments,
if instead of a complete signal only a few derived parameters are
used. In both cases the characterization boils down to inversion
of a low-dimensional mapping from a set of particle character-
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istics, a subset of ℝp , to a set of signal parameters (or signals
themselves), a subset of ℝn . The direct mapping ℝp → ℝn can
often be calculated theoretically (by light-scattering simulations)
allowing its detailed study due to low dimensionality.
Obtaining a unique and robust (noise-resistant) solution is of
utmost importance, and in some cases the signals (or signal parameters) are explicitly selected to achieve this goal. In particular,
Ackleson and Spinrad[81] studied curves of the constant size or
RI in coordinates of experimental signals. More detailed analysis
of 2D mappings (ℝ2 → ℝ2 ), that is, two discrete signals versus
size and RI, was performed to characterize RBCs.[18,76] Initially,
the signals were chosen to obtain the maximum variation of LM
theoretical values over the range of physiological values, then
uniqueness of the mapping was veriﬁed. A similar analysis of
uniqueness of a 2D mapping for spheres has been performed by
Konokhova et al.[93]
The inverse mapping ℝn → ℝp is generally constructed by
some kind of interpolation, which is straightforward for low dimensions. However, occasionally explicit formulas are obtained.
For instance, a polynomial function of one signal was used by
Flynn et al.[77] to estimate the size and RI of spheres in an optical
trap. The polynomial coeﬃcients depend on the other signal and
were obtained from calibration measurements. Another example of interpolation-like approach is the overlapping conﬁdence
(measured) ranges of several signal parameters in coordinates of
the size and RI, which allows obtaining a conﬁdence range for
these characteristics[168] (similar to that in Section 4.1.2).
The general advantages of low-dimensional inversion are high
processing speed and the ability to investigate uniqueness and
robustness in advance. The disadvantages are often the limited
applicability range of both the model characteristics (e.g., for
guaranteed uniqueness) and the models themselves (since p ≤ n
and complexity of mapping inversion drastically increases with
p and n). As a result, we are not aware of any examples of inverse
mappings with p > 2.
An illustrative example is the SPES method, which measures the complex forward-scattering amplitude.[83] Originally,
the 2D mapping inversion has been used for spheres[82] or
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for particles approximated by spheres (nanoparticles with a
drug payload).[169] Next, there were attempts to obtain some
information about shape, such as the aspect ratio of a spheroid
(assuming ﬁxed RI)[170,171] or discrimination of aggregates from
simpler shapes.[172] Those attempts lack the discussion of solution uniqueness for an individual particle, but employ statistical
analysis of the obtained characteristics for the whole sample.
Similar statistical arguments have recently led to retrieval of
complex RI, shape (among several options), and the size distribution for particulate samples.[20] More speciﬁcally, the method
assumes that the sample consists of several classes, and inside
each class all particles has the same shape and complex RI. The
resulting methods can be placed half-way between the singleparticle techniques, discussed in this review, and the statistical
(ﬂuctuational) characterization methods for particle ensembles,
such as dynamic light scattering.[173] Another recent extension
of the SPES[174] combines it with intensity measurements at
two scattering angles, but instead of a particle characterization the data is used to directly estimate the particle phase
function.
By contrast, other researchers do not pursue a complete characterization but limit themselves to observing 1D correlation
between a particle characteristic and a signal. This includes the
particle size versus the scattering intensity,[80,127,175] the width of
the scattering pulse (using a Gaussian beam),[22] or the forward
to backward scattering ratio,[176] as well as the particle shape
(aspect ratio) versus the asymmetry in 2D LSP[127,175,177] or two
ratios of intensities at diﬀerent wavelengths.[19] However, the
proportionality coeﬃcient generally depends on other particle
characteristics (size, shape, and material). Hence, a separate
calibration is required for each case.
The nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) technique[178] has
also been extended to light-scattering characterization.[17,59] The
authors used the maximum scattering intensity along with the
known hydrodynamic diameter, determined by the NTA, to obtain the particle RI. Gardiner et al.[59] carefully discuss all limitations of the method, including the eﬀect of sizing inaccuracy.
However, no quantitative uncertainty estimates were given.
Another approach deserving separate consideration is the
spectral one. It is based on the wave nature of light, manifesting
itself in the oscillatory structure of LSPs, also related to the
interference phenomenon. Although the corresponding methods start with a continuous LSP, only parameters related to
its carrier frequency or oscillation period are used for particle
characterization.
The approximate analysis was performed based on Fraunhofer
diﬀraction[25,118,179] and on the interference between diﬀerent orders of scattered radiation.[27,119–123] The observed LSP oscillation
frequencies linearly depend on the particle size, which holds in
the remarkably wide range of particle characteristics. The primary focus is then on high accuracy and precision of sizing
under variation of remaining particle characteristics (RI, shape,
etc.). However, the lack of a rigorous theory and instrumental
limitations make this approach largely empirical. The only exception based on a rigorous theory is the work by Ludlow and
Everitt.[180] They transformed the sphere’s scattering intensity
into the Gegenbauer spectrum and related the boundary frequency, after which the exponential decay begins, with the size
(additionally estimating the RI from the spectrum). However, this
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solution requires an LSP to be measured in the whole angular
range, which has not been implemented experimentally.
Direct-parametrization variants of the spectral approach
focus on measuring distances between LSP peaks and
valleys[119,120,123,181–183] or its locations[184] and relating them
to the size. Shepelevich et al.[185] studied extrema location in an
LSP under conditions of the WKB, RGD, Fraunhofer-diﬀraction,
and AD approximations. They showed that the minima migrate
monotonically with varying size and the distance between the
minima is not sensitive to the RI.
More elaborate methods implement the Fourier (spectral)
transform to extract the carrier frequency (inversely proportional
to the distance between LSP extrema, discussed above). Min and
Gomez[186] developed the fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) sizing of
large particles and applied phase-spectrum corrections to improve accuracy. Berge et al.[187] measured 2D LSPs near sidescattering direction of levitated particles. Their 1D sections are
processed with the FFT using the Hanning window. Later Steiner
et al.[188] developed spectral sizing techniques for large particles
(50 < x < 500), which 1D LSP is measured from 85° to 95°. Results of the spectral method for 50 µm glass spheres agreed well
with that of a full LSP ﬁt.
Godefroy and Adjouadi[189] measured 2D LSPs of spherical
particles and tested two inversion methods to determine size: a
1D section is constructed and the average distance between peaks
and valleys is calculated; a 2D FFT is performed, and the radius of
the outer ring in the spectrum is determined. In diﬀraction imaging technique[100] the diﬀraction pattern (2D LSP) was processed
by the short-time-Fourier-transform (STFT). The derived carrier
frequency also linearly correlates with the size. Additionally, the
identiﬁcation of bispheres was demonstrated using the same
algorithm.[109] Pan et al.[125] examined the autocorrelation function of a 2D LSP and derived the inverse linear dependence of the
particle size on the peak positions, where the coeﬃcient depends
on the cell morphology. This peak positions are equivalent to the
distances between extrema in the original LSP, since the Fourier
spectra of the latter and of its autocorrelation are tightly related.
Ulanowski et al.[118] analyzed 2D LSPs, using an analogy
with Fraunhofer diﬀraction, and proposed an estimation of the
particle size from the speckle size. However, this approach is
hampered by the presence of image boundaries and a beamstop,
which introduces additional frequencies. Hence, the proposed
method is sensitive to various distortions and requires a ﬁnetuning, although the latter is assisted by an empirical criterion
of the analysis quality. Later Walters et al.[25] conducted extensive
particle simulations of coarse-mode aerosols (modeled as an
aggregate of spheres) and showed a linear relationship between
the inverse speckle width and the aggregate size.
Hoshino and Itoh[179] used the FFT sizing in the framework of
Fraunhofer diﬀraction and combined it with measurements for
multiple incident directions (similar to the methods in Section
4.2) for a shape classiﬁcation and better sizing accuracy.
Semyanov et al.[190] applied the windowed FFT to 1D LSPs,
measured with the SFC, to estimate the carrier frequency. It
leads to the robust sizing of spheres in a wide range of RI and
produces satisfactory estimates of the largest dimension of
various non-spherical particles.[191–194] Later Romanov et al.[195]
generalized this approach using additional spectral parameter
(zero-frequency amplitude). The resulting 2D mapping was
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inverted with interpolation, leading to fast and robust estimation
of the size and RI of spheres in a limited range of RI. Further
consideration of the phase spectrum allowed a sensitive nonsphericity estimation for near-spherical particles.[23] Konokhova
et al.[90] proposed another spectral parameter, which extended
the applicability domain of the spectral sizing.
To conclude this subsection, the low-dimension inversion using discrete signals is currently the most widely used method in
commercial instruments for single-particle characterization. Possessing such advantages as speed and stability, they are severely
limited in the models and applicability domains, which largely
hampers their further development. The spectral methods, while
retaining all these advantages, have potential for further development due to the larger information content of the underlying
signals. Thus, a wide variety of spectral parameters can be devised (for the same experimental set-up) or the result of a spectral
method can be used as a ﬁrst step of a more elaborate inversion.

4.1.2. Nonlinear Regression
Since the appearance of angle-resolved measurements for single
particles, which are naturally more sensitive to particle characteristics, the characterization methods based on a nonlinear
regression (or ﬁtting the theory to the experiment) have been
gradually spreading. Their main part is a variation of particle
characteristics until a satisfactory agreement between an experimental signal and a simulation is obtained. To quantify this
agreement a cost function is used and, mathematically speaking,
its global minimum is searched for. On the one hand, this
approach employs all the information contained in a continuous
signal and allows one to evaluate uncertainties of retrieved
particle characteristics. On the other hand, it requires signiﬁcant
computational resources for each processed particle and rarely
guarantees either uniqueness or robustness in advance, in
contrast to low-dimensional inversion.
Already in 1998 Zakovic et al.[196] showed that even for homogeneous spheres the regression is non-trivial due to the
complex dependence of an oscillating LSP on both the size
and RI. Although satisfactory results are obtained for spheres
in practice, more complex models run the risk of not having a
unique solution, even in theory, that is, two sets of particle characteristics may have the same signal. While the latter possibility
is negligible for suﬃciently rich signals (n ≫ p), related to it is
the ubiquitous multiplicity of solutions for noisy experimental
signals. More speciﬁcally, even for spheres there are multiple
local minima with similar values of the cost function, which
hampers eﬃcient ﬁnding of the global minima and increases
retrieval uncertainties.[46,197] For certain levels of noise this may
even lead to a completely erroneous solution.[198]
Partly, this is caused by the universal use of the sum-ofsquares (L2 -norm) cost function, which is convenient for statistical considerations (including estimation of uncertainties), but
does not necessarily correspond to experimental or model errors
(distortions) or to the subjective merit of the visual agreement
between two oscillating functions. To address the latter issue
Bartholomew-Biggs et al.[199] introduced an additional penalty
term, based on the diﬀerence of the intensity-peak locations, into
the cost function to exclude undesirable local minima. Similar
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idea was used in ref. [200] where the penalty term contained the
diﬀerence of the main (carrier) Fourier frequencies, responsible
for reproducing the distance between extrema of the experimental signal.
Another problem of regression is a high computational cost of
global optimization, which increase exponentially with increasing p. Overall, there are two existing strategies: the solution of
the direct problem in real time, that is, during the numerical optimization, or using a preliminary calculated dataset, which is
further used for the nearest-neighbor interpolation (similar to a
lookup database). Real-time light-scattering simulations are deﬁnitely more convenient for global optimization and any algorithm
can be used for the latter, leading to a more robust and accurate
solution. However, it is routinely feasible only if using the LM
theory or some approximations. Any rigorous simulation method
for non-spherical particles is orders of magnitude slower, severely
limiting its applications. Notable examples include characterization of bispheres from a 1D LSP[201] and several applications
of holography, discussed below. All other regression methods to
characterize non-spherical particles (in large numbers) employ
precomputed datasets.
Another issue is the choice of the initial guess, which can accelerate global optimization and is critical for local-optimization
algorithms. This is commonly solved based on the prior
information, but sometimes using another (approximate) characterization method, for instance, a spectral sizing,[202] the ﬁtting
by a simpler model (sphere),[53] the nearest-neighbor interpolation using a small dataset,[203] or image processing tools.[137] Let
us further take a closer look at various examples of regression
techniques.
Caramanica[204] used the particle-swarm optimization (PSO), a
global optimization technique, for RBC characterization (p = 4)
based on the synthetic measurement of a 1D LSP in the whole
range of scattering angles. RBC parameters are then recovered
within 1–4% using 1200 DDA evaluations. Charnigo et al.[205]
provides a general discussion of regression, especially of the
Bayesian approaches to estimating credible (conﬁdence) intervals of retrieved particle characteristics. However, the critical issue of estimating the experimental noise (or choosing a model
for it) is addressed only through auxiliary experiments, which
is rigorous but not always feasible. Possibility of estimating the
noise level from the discrepancy of the particular measurement
is not discussed. Blohm et al.[206] retrieved two characteristics of
a thin cylinder by ﬁtting a 1D LSP with simulations based on the
Fresnel–Kirchhoﬀ diﬀraction.
Digital holography provides a lot of experimental information,
given by rigorous Equation (8), but at the same time leads to
larger p, since in addition to the inherent particle characteristics
one has to also retrieve its orientation, position in space, and
a normalization coeﬃcient for the scattering intensity. The
simplest case of a homogeneous sphere already leads to p = 6,[52]
which makes even the LM theory insuﬃciently fast, justifying its
GPU-acceleration.[137] Still, the robustness and speed of this approach largely depends on a good initial guess. Thus, the authors
used the circular Hough transform[207] of a given hologram to
obtain the in-plane position and the low-resolution Monte Carlo
ﬁtting for the size, RI, and axial position. Generally speaking,
this method recognizes that some characteristics have relatively
simple (smooth) inﬂuence on the experimental signal. The typ-
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ical characterization result is 1.46 ± 0.02 µm and 1.55 ± 0.03 for
the size and RI of a sphere, respectively. But it is not clear,
whether the uncertainties correspond to 1 or 2 standard deviations (SD). This is a common shortcoming of many papers,
which do not pay suﬃcient attention to the uncertainty estimation, only showing some standard values produced by the
ﬁtting routines. Unfortunately, evaluating uncertainties due to
the experimental noise is much less trivial than calculating the
real errors when using synthetic data. Therefore, while we quote
several results for experimental characterization of spheres in
this chapter, comparing uncertainties between diﬀerent methods should be made with caution. Moreover, we do not discuss
potential systematic biases.
Hannel et al.[208] showed that this characterization approach
is relatively robust with respect to shape imperfections. Careful
analysis of diﬀerent types of errors was performed in various
scenarios: a single measurement, repeated measurements in
an optical trap, and when the particle freely diﬀuses in the
measurement volume. Similarly, Wang et al.[145] characterized
the dimension of fractal aggregates using the eﬀective size and
RI obtained from the LM characterization.
Further ingenious enhancement of holography characterization was performed by Dimiduk and Manoharan[140] using the
Bayesian inference, which results in well-deﬁned uncertainties of
particle characteristics. For the global optimization in the case of
spheres with p = 6 they employed the Markov-chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm and processed images for multiple particle
positions using the constancy of size and RI. Thus, the posterior
probability for one position is used as a prior to the next one, resulting in very small ﬁnal uncertainties. For instance, the size and
RI of a silica bead at 660 nm were determined as 961.6 ± 0.2 nm
and 1.4898 ± 0.0002 (1 SD), respectively. In order to accelerate the
direct problem, a small random subset of the hologram is used
for ﬁtting as described in ref. [139].
This approach was extended to non-spherical particles in refs.
[53,141] where p = 9 and 10 for spherocylinders (capsules) and
asymmetrically coated spheres, respectively. Moreover, the DDA
was used for simulations, additionally contributing to enormous
computational costs. To keep the latter manageable, the algorithm ﬁrst quickly estimates characteristics (the position from
the LM-theory ﬁt, the orientation using a precomputed rotational
dataset, the geometry from the scanning electron microscopy,
and the RI from the bulk values) before performing the main ﬁt
with Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (local optimization). During the latter the particle characteristics are assumed the same
for all frames along the particle trajectory.
Probably, the largest p was obtained in the characterization
of aggregates of spheres[142] with p = 10 for rigid clusters of six
spheres and p = 21 for six small spheres on top of a larger one.
The authors used, respectively, the MSTM and a superposition of
independent LM solutions for simulations, assuming the same
characteristics of spheres inside an aggregate. The number of
spheres in a speciﬁc aggregate was determined prior to the ﬁt
using the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld reconstruction[209] (see also Section 4.2). The remaining ﬁt residuals were larger than the expected noise level, indicating potential for further improvement
using more sophisticated models (with even larger p).
Cheong et al.[210] showed that holography characterization
can be applied in a turbid medium as well. Generally, turbidity
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decreases a signal-to-noise ratio and introduces certain biases,
but comparable accuracy and precision can still be reached.
Strokotov et al.[47] formalized a complete description of the
Bayesian approach to solve the parametric ILSP for 1D LSPs
of coated spheres (p = 4) measured with the SFC. The DiRect
algorithm[211] was used for the global minimization of a weighted
sum of squared residuals. It provides an approximate description
of these cost function over the whole range of particle characteristics as a byproduct, which is further transformed into the
posterior probability density. The latter describes both uncertainties and conﬁdence ranges/intervals of retrieved characteristics.
The authors have recognized that both instrumental distortions
(due to the complicated measurement of the LSP) and model errors (always present for biological cells) are far from the standard
white-noise assumption. In particular, there is a signiﬁcant correlation between residuals for nearby scattering angles. To address
this issue, the cost function was assumed to belong to the 𝜒 2 distribution (as for the white noise), but with a smaller number of
degrees of freedom (neﬀ instead of n). The latter can be estimated
from the best-ﬁt residual for a given particle through the sample
autocorrelation function. Although this approach is empirical, it
has some theoretical justiﬁcation[212,213] and can be applied in almost any case, where the complete description of instrumental
and/or model errors is not feasible.
The same characterization method was used for blood
microparticles (extracellular vesicles),[11] also combining the
standard LSP measurement with side- and forward-scattering
signals.[93,214,215] Resulting characterization uncertainties signiﬁcantly vary over the sample. The median size uncertainties (1 SD)
were 8, 19, and 5 nm for 0.4 and 1 µm beads and near-spherical
blood microparticles larger than 0.4 µm, respectively.[214] Corresponding median uncertainties of the RI were 0.002, 0.005, and
0.003, respectively. For near-spherical milk-fat globules (mostly
from 0.5 to 4 µm) the median uncertainty (1 SD) of the size and
RI were 74 nm and 0.009, respectively,[200] while the minimum
uncertainties were 10 nm and 0.0015, respectively.[195]
While uncertainties or conﬁdence regions of characteristics
are insightful for characterization of a single particle (as in some
holography examples above), it may cause information overload
for ﬂow systems, where thousands of particles are analyzed in
each sample. Thus, in most cases the determined uncertainties
are further ignored, except for average or median values to
quantify overall characterization accuracy or for discarding a
part of the sample (see below). In this case only distributions
of the whole sample over characteristics are shown as the ﬁnal
results, using either best-ﬁt values or mathematical expectations
for each particle. Two notable exceptions are the following.
Strokotov et al.[47] combined individual uncertainties to better
estimate the distribution of a sample over characteristics, but
they assumed that these distributions (as well as posterior
distributions for individual particles) are multi-dimensional
normal ones. Konokhova et al.[11] relaxed this assumption at the
cost of neglecting correlations between diﬀerent characteristics.
They used a 1D deconvolution algorithm to estimate the sample
distribution over each characteristic from a set of measurements
with diﬀerent uncertainties, assuming only that this distribution
is suﬃciently smooth.
For analysis of non-spherical particles with the SFC, using
precomputed datasets is the only feasible option (with the only
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exception of ref. [201]), since the DDA or T-matrix methods are
used for light-scattering simulations. First attempts with small
datasets were made by Yurkin et al.[216] and Kolesnikova et al.[217]
for RBCs and blood platelets, respectively. Moskalensky et al.[48]
presented a complete description of a discrete (dataset-based)
Bayesian approach to solve a parametric ILSP. The method uses
nearest-neighbor interpolation with estimates of uncertainties
similar to the abovementioned DiRect-based method (including
the use of neﬀ ). The only diﬀerence is that the cost-function
evaluations during the DiRect run (with values of characteristics
denser placed near the solution) are replaced by values of the
cost function for a dataset uniformly distributed in the space
of characteristics. The corresponding errors can be analyzed by
Monte-Carlo-based formulas, and are negligible for suﬃciently
large datasets (and moderate p). Moreover, the dependence of the
minimum value of the cost function, averaged over the sample,
on the dataset size can be used to judge the suﬃciency of the
latter.
Originally, the dataset-based method was applied to blood
platelets (oblate spheroids),[48,218] E. coli bacteria (capsules),[64]
and microparticle aggregates (bispheres)[214] with p = 4, as well
as for RBCs (biconcave discoids) with p = 5.[91,219] In the case
of bacteria the conﬁdence region of retrieved characteristics was
used for quality control.[64] For part of the cells this region consisted of two distant domains in coordinates of the length versus
the diameter or orientation angle, hence, the region width was
compared against a threshold to discard a part of the sample.
Similar issue has been studied for oblate spheroids,[48] where the
low sensitivity of the 1D LSP to simultaneous change of the size,
aspect ratio, and RI was explained in the framework of the AD
approximation.
The developed algorithms have also been used for assessing
the adequacy of shape models. The simplest qualitative approach
is testing an alternative model and comparing the corresponding changes in the LSP with the typical ﬁt residuals.[64,216,217]
Another option is to feed the simulated signal for an alternative
model into the regression method and test whether the obtained
conﬁdence ranges of characteristics are consistent with the true
values.[47] Such comparison also tests the robustness of the
uncertainties estimation with respect to model errors. Similarly,
obtained uncertainties (or other quality-of-ﬁt parameters) has
been used to discard a part of the processed particles, as belonging to an alternative (more complicated) model.[11,64,215] Finally,
the most rigorous approach is to try a regression with diﬀerent
models and choose the most suitable one for a speciﬁc particle.
Examples include using the F-test and the Bayesian information
criterion for nested (spheres and spheroids[200] ) and non-nested
models (spheres and bispheres[93,214] ), respectively.
Large computational costs are highlighted throughout this
section. Two obvious acceleration options are using the computing cluster and/or GPUs. The latter was discussed in detail
by Jakubczyk et al.[66] for LM ﬁts to the measured LSPs, using
the CUDA platform. Later Derkachov et al.[220] improved the
system with the image-formation (raytracing) subroutines, that
is, relating the LM angle-resolved scattering with the actual CCD
image. Dataset-based characterization is relatively fast (on the
order of 1 s per particle, not accounting for building the dataset
itself), but even this can be insuﬃcient for high-throughput
applications. Muliukov and Yurkin[221] proposed acceleration
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based on preliminary clustering of the dataset, leading to more
than ten times acceleration.
To conclude, nonlinear regression is currently the most advanced approach, leading to robust results, including the retrieval uncertainty for a single particle. It is compatible with
high-throughput systems and can be straightforwardly applied
for any parametric shape model with several parameters. Spherical micron-sized particles can be routinely characterized with
size uncertainties about 10 nm and in some cases as small as
1 nm. Uncertainties of RI are from 0.01 to less than 0.001. For
non-spherical particles uncertainties are generally larger, but in
many cases they are still much smaller than the diﬀraction limit
of standard microscopy. However, this approach has a very high
computational cost related to the global optimization, which becomes prohibitive with the increasing number of model parameters. Moreover, it requires a separate consideration of the model
adequacy for a particular application. Promising directions for
further research include an optimization of computational algorithms for more complex shape models, better understanding of
experimental distortions for a more reliable uncertainty estimation, and a combination of characterization results from diﬀerent
particles in a sample or from diﬀerent measurements of the same
particle.

4.1.3. Neural Network Approach
In many ways this approach resembles low-dimensional inversion (see Section 4.1.1), only here the signal parameters are not
designed manually but are formed automatically inside a “black
box.” Advantages of this approach are high execution speed
and potential direct applicability to any measurement system.
However, this comes at expense of required ﬁne-tuning and poor
predictability of the robustness and accuracy of the ﬁnal result.
The ﬁrst attempt to characterize spheres with a NN was made
by Ulanowski et al.[222] in 1998. They trained a radial-basisfunction (RBF) NN with one hidden layer assuming the noisefree measurement of a full-range 1D LSP. They obtained the
maximum and mean relative errors of the order of 10−3 and 10−5 ,
respectively, and showed that two thirds of the whole LSP can be
removed without signiﬁcant loss in accuracy. Later Wang et al.[223]
used a sequence of two RBF NNs, which operate on global and local scales in the space of characteristics. Absorbing spheres were
considered in ref. [224] and showed promising results in the presence of synthetic noise. However, the LSP was again assumed to
be measured in the whole range of angles, which is not realistic.
The latter limitation was removed by Berdnik et al.[225] They
constructed a high-order NN to characterize spheres with weak
absorption from the LSPs in the range from 10° to 60°. Polynomial approximations and the Fourier spectrum of the LSP were
used to compose the input signal vector, which is an illustrative
example of manual ﬁne-tuning. Moreover, a single dense layer
was used in combination with a signal spreader, which divides
the components of an input signal into several groups—each is
transferred to a speciﬁc neuron. Based on testing with a synthetic noise the standard retrieval errors were 0.08, 0.012 and
0.18, 0.017, 0.003 for the size, the real and imaginary parts of
RI in the non-absorbing and absorbing cases, respectively. This
NN was, for the ﬁrst time, tested on real experimental data from
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the SFC, showing similar spread of results. However, the retrieval
of the RI was signiﬁcantly less accurate than that using the nonlinear regression. Later, the network architecture was changed to
three fully connected layers and the range of characteristics was
increased, resulting in similar retrieval errors.[226] More detailed
information is provided in ref. [227].
Recently, the same approach has been extended to particles
in air (aerosols)[228] using a three-layers perceptron NN with a
hyperbolic-tangent activation function. To obtain a robust performance, a polychromatic (white-light) illumination is considered,
and the LSP is integrated over several collection angles (intervals). While the results were reasonably insensitive to a synthetic
noise, no real experiments were considered.
Concerning non-spherical particles, Berdnik et al.[229,230]
applied NNs to optically soft spheroids using the RGD approximation for simulation of 2D LSPs. They used a linear activation
function in a three-level RBF NN, in which each level was trained
on a speciﬁc subrange of the size parameter relative to the previous level. Only a synthetic experimental noise was considered.
Apostolopoulos et al.[114] performed an extensive theoretical
study to develop an identiﬁcation and characterization method
of RBCs from multi-spectral (white-light) scattering images
(SALS captured by a standard CCD matrix). The ILSP is solved
by RBF NNs, which operate on features extracted from images
by the angular radial transform, the Zernike transform, and the
Gabor ﬁlters bank. Only a synthetic experimental noise has been
considered, but it also included possible distortions due to the
imperfect alignment of the optical system.
On the one hand, NNs has not yet demonstrated any impressive results in real experiments. On the other hand, based
on the architecture of the used NNs it seems that the potential of this approach is far from being fully exploited. The researchers mostly implemented simple multilayer perceptron-like
NNs and has never used convolution layers. Moreover, the focus
was shifted to the manual design of signal preprocessing, which
contradicts the much desired black-box (automatic-learning) approach in NN applications. Recently, more complex NN architectures have been applied to classiﬁcation light-scattering problems
(see Section 4.3), which makes it promising for characterization
problems as well.

4.2. Reconstruction
Unlike the previous methods to solve the ILSP, this approach
does not require a particle model, but rather reconstructs the
whole distribution of the RI in space—a function m(r). This
is also known as a coeﬃcient inverse problem, if diﬀerential
Maxwell’s equations are considered as a forward model.[231] The
necessary prior information is reﬂected mostly in the approximation used or in the knowledge of the RI value (then only the
boundary is reconstructed). The main drawback of these methods
is the enormous amount of required experimental data, severely
limiting high-throughput implementations.
In general, such methods are common in holographic conditions; they are based on the scalar-diﬀraction approximation
and deserve a separate review.[42] As explained in Chapter 2,
they approximately retrieve t(x, y) (an image), instead of ﬁtting rigorous Equation (8). For example, the Fresnel–Kirchhoﬀ
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approximation[42] was used for holographic reconstructions of
large aerosol particles.[147,148,232] If the particle size is changing
in time, the double-exposure hologram can also be used for the
reconstruction leading to an image, where both sizes are clearly
visible.[233]
More recently Carpio et al.[234,235] developed another holographic reconstruction algorithm based on the topological derivatives of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. First, they used a scalar forward
model and assumed the RI close to 1 to build a two-step algorithm, which determines support of the scatterer (where the RI
is diﬀerent from 1), and then ﬁts the RI using a spherical approximation to the particle or its components.[234] Next, they improved
the algorithm for 3D shape reconstruction, using the topological
and Frechet (shape) derivatives of the cost (residual) functional
based on holography measurements.[235] This algorithm can determine both the number of components and the shape of each
one, assuming that the RI is constant and known. Moreover, it
describes, how any light-scattering method can be adapted to calculate corresponding derivatives, by using a specially formed incident ﬁeld. Thus, the shape ﬁtting can potentially be used with
other measurement systems as well.
Generally, the speciﬁc quantitative capabilities (accuracy) of
holographic reconstruction is not completely clear. Both complex
numerical approaches[234,235] and straightforward Fourier-like
transformations lead to visually comparable results. For example, the shape of a 1 µm trapped aerosol particle was obtained
using the Kirchhoﬀ–Helmholtz transform.[236] Nevertheless,
such a technique may simplify a solution of the ILSP providing
a starting point for regression methods.
Another approach is based on the standard scattering measurement (discretized 2D LSP) but for many incident directions,
similar to that used in the tomography. However, the principal
diﬀerence of the latter (in application to single particles) is that
it assumes some approximation, which makes the scattered electric ﬁelds linear in the function m(r), similar to the holography
above. For example, the X-ray tomography takes into account
only attenuation and phase shift, while diﬀraction tomography
additionally assumes weak scattering (using the RGD or Rytov
approximations).[41] Typically only the intensity is measured, but
under the above approximations the phase can be retrieved as
well.[237,238] By contrast, Chaumet et al.[239–241] used no approximations, solving the direct problem with the DDA. The particle is
discretized into voxels, which RIs are treated as variables, and the
reconstruction is based on the inversion of the DDA numerical
scheme. In some sense, it is similar to the model-based methods
(Section 4.1.2), but with a few thousand characteristics. The major limitation, however, is that these methods have been tested
only on synthetic data assuming that the ﬁeld phase is available.
Finally, we brieﬂy mention the characterization techniques
developed for the microwave scattering instruments.[69] While
the electromagnetic scale invariance rule[35] implies equivalence
of the corresponding problem to that of light-scattering one,
the main (technical) advantage of microwaves is a direct measurement of the ﬁeld phase and better independent control of
particle morphology (which are mm to cm in size). On the
one hand, this enabled application of voxel-based reconstruction techniques discussed above.[70,242] On the other hand, various advanced methods have also been applied, such as the
linear sampling method,[243,244] the contrast source inversion
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method,[245,246] and the factorization method.[247,248] However, it
is still unclear whether these methods can be applied at optical frequencies, although the interference-based measurement of
ﬁeld phases is possible.[249,250]
While reconstruction techniques are surely promising and will
beneﬁt from further instrumental development, their speciﬁc applicability for accurate characterization (rather than imaging) remains questionable. Most of the described algorithms, which are
based on the rigorous light-scattering theory, are still only proofs
of principle.

4.3. Data-Driven
In contrast to the model-driven approach, here the prior information is the collected data itself, the model is not considered at all,
and the characterization problem is reduced to the identiﬁcation
or classiﬁcation. It is hard to describe these methods in general,
since the presented results mostly demonstrate the possibility of
classiﬁcation for a speciﬁc practical implementation. The main
focus here is on the construction of features (signal parameters),
which generally determines the success in machine learning algorithms (similar to the conclusion of Section 4.1.3).
Already in 1992 Bevan et al.[251] made a particle classiﬁer based
on an NN (a multi-layer perceptron) using three side-scattering
signals and a forward-scattering one (as in ref. [78]). Later Boddy
et al.[252] used a one-layer RBF NN for phytoplankton identiﬁcation using seven signals, but only two of them were lightscattering ones. Morris et al.[253] showed that the support-vector
machine (SVM) algorithm leads to better results. Rajwa et al.[63]
used the SVM algorithm trained on experimental data to distinguish four types of cells using four signals, which were selected based on the DDA simulations using the cell shape models
(hence, the approach is not completely model-free).
The classiﬁcation of six types of diﬀerent cells was performed
using diﬀraction images (2D LSPs) and an SVM-based algorithm
with features obtained from the image analysis algorithm, called
the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM).[50] Accuracy for
classiﬁcation into two broad groups (white-blood-cells derived
and epithelial derived cells), each comprising three cell types,
was 94%, however it can be as low as 54% for classiﬁcation into
six types. This system was further improved to acquire two crosspolarized diﬀraction images.[96,104,105] The authors divided images into three classes by their speckle patterns which are associated with the order of size and morphological heterogeneity. With
this system it was possible to reliably distinguish quite similar in
morphology Jurkat T and Ramos B cells at 98% accuracy.[106,108]
Classiﬁcation into spheres, cylinders, and ellipsoids with diﬀerent RIs has been performed using unsupervised machine learning based on the Gaussian mixture model and features obtained
from the GLCM.[51] The authors found that GLCM parameters
combined with the integrated forward scattering intensity are sufﬁcient to achieve 98% accuracy of the classiﬁcation. Later Zhang
et al. compared the contourlet transform with the GLCM—the
latter showed better results.[254] Recently Xie et al.[107] used the
gray-level diﬀerential statistics and the SVM with leave-one-out
cross-validation to identiﬁcation of the acute and chronic myeloid
leukemic cells, achieving sensitivity of 92% and a speciﬁcity
of 95%.
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Crosta et al.[126] performed an automatic classiﬁcation of several classes of airborne particles, including bacteria, based on
measured 2D LSPs. The latter is ﬁrst transformed into a number of features, including those based on the Fourier transform
of the image. A lot of diﬀerent versions of the classiﬁer based
on the principal-component analysis (PCA), using the supervised
training on real data, were tested with overall satisfactory results.
Later Holler et al.[110] used LSPs measured at two wavelengths to
classify biological aerosols. The mean intensity, results of the Watershed processing, the image entropy, and a modiﬁed autocorrelation were used as features in the discriminant-function analysis
and the PCA.
The SALS signals were used by Grant-Jacob et al.[255] to determine the number of scattering particles and their material with
the use of an NN trained on microscopic data of the same sample. The NN consisted of two convolutional layers with a fully
connected layer (1024 neurons). Later Su et al.[256] classiﬁed cancer cells with the use of the SVM and features obtained from the
histograms of oriented gradients applied to a 2D LSP. Recently
Ding[257] demonstrated a potential of convolutional NNs to classify particles shape by a 2D LSP with accuracy above 97%.
To conclude, the ﬁeld of light-scattering classiﬁcation and
identiﬁcation using instruments with discrete or continuous signals is relatively mature. Recent accuracy of classiﬁcation is well
above 90%, using various techniques to extract features. However, the latter hampers automatic application of this approach,
since competent choice of features is largely a manual and
empiric procedure. Judging by the trends and enormous success
of deep learning in multitude of other ﬁelds, a further promising
direction of research in light-scattering classiﬁcation is using
well-built NN architecture that would take original signals as
input without a preliminary computation of any features.

5. Conclusion
We have reviewed various ELS methods for single particle characterization. In the instrumental part, we have highlighted two
main aspects—particle isolation and measurement, discussing
both the historical development and the state of the art. Although
most commercial characterization instruments still use only several discrete signals, the angle-resolved measurements (1D and
2D LSPs) are quickly catching up and have already demonstrated
unprecedented capabilities in various applications. These capabilities are enabled by characterization (data-processing) algorithms, which are discussed in details in the main part of the
review.
We have classiﬁed the existing approaches depending on
the provided prior information. Most developments belong
to the class of the model-driven methods, based on the solution of parametric inverse light-scattering problems, typically
performed by a nonlinear regression. The best results so far
were demonstrated by the scanning ﬂow cytometry and digital
holography, which provide reliable characterization of both
spherical and non-spherical particles with accuracy much better
than the diﬀraction limit. The state-of-the-art approach for the
latter is to accelerate a nonlinear regression using preliminary
computed datasets. Unfortunately, little attention is paid to the
important issue of characterization uncertainties. This relates
both to the uncertainties themselves, without which the obtained
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characteristics cannot be used in any quantitative manner, and
the methods of estimating them, especially in the presence of
both model and instrumental distortions. A related promising
research direction is combining many individual characterizations, either of the same particle (e.g., in holography) or of the
same-type particles (in high-throughput systems).
We have also considered the methods based on a lowdimensional inversion. When applied to discrete-signal instruments, they have mostly exhausted their potential. However, they
are deﬁnitely promising in combination with continuous signals
(which are compressed into a few parameters). The prominent
example is the spectral methods that are widely used for rapid
sizing but lack a rigorous theoretical foundation for further development. There were also some developments based on the
neural networks (machine learning). While the existing results
are far from impressive, there is a clear potential for using modern complex network architectures and training techniques (deep
learning) for both classiﬁcation and characterization.
Reconstruction methods requiring no prior particle model
deserve a special mention. When linearizing approximations
are assumed, such methods are widely used in the framework
of either holography or tomography. But those methods are
semi-quantitative imaging ones, which leaves them outside
of the scope of this review. Otherwise, certain progress has
been demonstrated in microwave-scattering experiments with
straightforward phase measurements. But the most interesting
problem of approximation-free reconstruction of a single particle
from the optical measurements remains largely open with only
a few proofs of principle demonstrating limited success. This
problem is deﬁnitely a holy grail of the single-particle characterization and a prerequisite for handling truly unknown samples.
To conclude, ELS single-particle characterization is currently
a mature ﬁeld with many real-life applications. Several existing
methods has already demonstrated impressive results and have a
large potential for further development due to improving instrumental and computational capabilities. But even more promising
is a combination of various methods and ideas, such as using a
spectral method or an approximate reconstruction to provide a
starting point for nonlinear-regression methods. Hopefully, this
review will facilitate such synergistic development.
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